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Summary

Manipulator system cold validation testing (CVT) was performed in support of the Fuel Retrieval System
(FRS) Sub-Proje~ a subtask of the Spent Nuclear Fuel Project at the Hanford Site in Richlan&
Washington. The FRS will be used to retrieve and repackage K-Basin Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
currently stored in old K-Plant stomge basins. The FRS is required to retrieve fidl fhel canisters from the
basirq clean the Iiel elements inside the canister to remove excessive uranium corrosion products (or
sludge); remove the contents from the canisters; and sort the resulting debris, scrap, and fhel for
repackaging. The fuel elements and scrap will be collected in fiel storage and scrap baskets in
preparation for loading into a multi canister overpack (MCO), while the debris is loaded into a debris bin
and disposed of as solid waste.

The FRS is composed of three major subsystems. The Manipulator Subsystem provides remote handling
of fuel, scmp, and debris; the In-Pool Equipment subsystem pdorms cleaning of fiel and provides a
work surface for handling material% and the Remote Viewing Subsystem provides for remote viewing of
the work area by operators. There are two complete and identical FRS systems, one to be installed in the
K-West basin and one to be Wled in the K-East basin. Another partial system will be installed in a
cold test facility to provide for operator training.

The purpose of CVT was to provide vtildation of equipment layout and fimctionality and validate the
FRS process logic. The test program was setup to accomplish these objectives through cold (non-
radiological) testing of the Schilling Robotic Systems’ Konan manipulator system. The K-West basin
@w) manipulator syst~ the K-East basin (KE) equipment operations center (EOC) and close circuit
television system (CCTV), a prototype long pole tool for recovering dropped fiel pieces, a process table
mockup, and various other major process equipment mockups were used for these tests. The Konan
manipulator system was installed in a wide, elongated pit at the Hanford 305 Building Equipment Testing
Laboratory (E’I%)during February 1998 and was subjected to several months of burn-in testing prior to
turnover for CVT, which took place in early September. Formal testing began September 18.

A grating platform was installed over the pit at a prototypic elevation refmenced to the manipulators and
process table below. There were also mockups of the Primary Clean Machine (PCM) and the MCO
basket queue located incorrect position in relation to the process table. These were included in an
attempt to evaluate travel room and relative positioning during normal opemtions. To provide additional
validatio~ trained K-Basin Nuclear Process Operatom (IWO) were utjlized to perform the CVT test
functions. These individuals possess the required expertise for in-basin fiel handhmg activities associated
with K-Basin fbels and provided valuable insight to the testing program and results. The operatos
chosen represented an avepge shift crew of four, where two of the operators were very experienced and
exceptionally competent and the other two had significantly fewer hours of experience and represented
more of the average competence level expected for future manipulator operators.

To validate both the equipment and the FRS process logic, the basic fhel handling process was performed
using four distinct operating scenarios. The fimt was for equipment valkiation and was setup to use both
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manipulators in the production mode to process a single canister consisting of a standardized mix of 14
dummy fhel assemblies, which is ref- to as the “standard canister”. The production mode refizs to
processing the fuel without pdorming any inspections on the individual fuel assemblies. Typically, the
goal of the production mode is to move tie fkel and repackage it as quickly as possible. The remaining
three scenarios, refined to as process validation runs, were all designed to validate the FRS process logic.
This was accomplished by setting up four canisters of 14 dummy assemblies each and included the
standard canister.

The first process validation test used both manipulator m the process validation mode, which is where
each and every piece of fiel is inspected for sludge/oxide adherence and/or gross physical damage in
order to validate the fiel cleaning process. The second process validation test again U&XIboth
manipulators, this time in the production mode, where no inspections were performed. The fiel was
simply sort~ separate& and loaded into the MCO baskets. The third process validation test used only a
single manipulator (north arm only) to process the fie~ also in the production mode.

For the dual manipulator tests the basic process was brolcen into two logical sub-processes:

. North table operations; where fuel sorting, disassembly of full length fuel elements, separation of fiel
segments less than three inches long (scrap) from the remainder of the fuel, scrap basket loading,
debris separation and loading, and finally transf~g the good fbel down to the south table ramp,
takes place.

. South table operations were completely concentrated on fuel basket loading, including checking each
outer element for basket socket fit in the go no-go g,age.

A total of 16 test runs were ptiormed where the equipment valklation tests confirmed that the Konan
manipulator and the prototype support tools can pedlorm the required processing steps for K-Basin fuel
recovery and m-packaging. Process vahlation tests verifkd that the time required to process a single

MCO basket (Mark IA) is approximately 4 to 4-1/2 hours, which is significantly better than the maximum
required time of 12 hours per MCO basket.
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BNFL
CDR
CSB
D&D
DESH
DOE
EOC
ETL
FRS
ID
IwTs
MCO
NPo
OD
PCM
PNNL
SNF
SRS
VCR
WHc
Xxs

Abbreviations and Acronyms

British Nuclear Fuels Limited
Conceptual Design Review
Canister Storage Building
Decontamination and Decommissioning
Duke Engineering Services Hanford
Department of Energy
Equipment Operations Center
Equipment Testing Laboratory
Fuel Retrieval System
Jnside Diameter
Integrated Water Treatment System
Multi Canister Overpack

Nuclear Process Operator
tilde Diameter
Primary Clean Machine
Pacific Northwest National Laborato~
Spent Nuclear Fuel
Alstom Automation Schilling Robotics
Video Cassette Recorder
Westinghouse Hanford Company
Double Extra Strong
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Introduction

This document describes cold validation testing of the Fuel Retrieval System (FRS) Manipulator
Subsystenq which is part of a much larger validation effort for the fidl FRS. Cold validation testing was
pdorxned in support of the FRS Sub-Proj@ a subtask of the Spent Nuclear Fuel Project at the Hdord
Site in llichlan~ Washington. FRS test requirements are contained in HNF-SD-SNF-TP-027, “Test Plan
and Strategy for the Fuel Retrieval SubProject” and manipulator system cold validation testing was
performed to a formal released test procedure (Refmence 4). A brief summary of the geimal FRS process
is included in greater detail in Appendix G of this report.

The FRS will be used to retrieve and repackage K-Basin Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) currently stored in old
K-Plant storage basins. The system will be used to clean and remove fiel from the fiel storage canisters,
repackage it into new storage baskets, and transf~ the baskets into a multi canister overpack (MCO).
Once inside the MCO the fuel will undergo a cold vacuum drying process before the complete package is
transfmed for interim dry storage at the Canister Storage Building (CSB), also located on the Hdord
Site..The FRS is required to retrieve fi.dl fhel canisters from the basti, clean the fuel elements inside the
canister to remove excessive uranium corrosion products (or sludge); remove the contents from the
canist~, and sort the resulting debris, scrap, and fuel for repackaging. The fhel elements aqd scrap will
be packaged into MCO i%elstorage and scrap baskets in preparation for MCO loading while the debris is
loaded into a debris bm and disposed of as solid waste.

Duke Engineering Services Hanford (DESH), formerly Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), was
contracted to provide a retrieval system for safe repackaging of spent nuclear fuel m ‘he K basins. DESH
in turn let a subcontract to British Nuclear Fuels, Limited (BNFL) to provide design performance
specifications for use in procurement of systems and equipment. In additi~ a development test program
was used in the design process to provide design information where experience and calculations could not
provide”or confirm the design basis (References 1 and 2). As a follow up to development testing a
validation test program was irnplemehted to confirm basic design assumptions and validate both the
equipment design and the process logic for fuel recovery.

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (INNL) was requested to coordinate and lead the testing and
computer simulation needs for development of the fhel handling retrieval system and for the validation
test program. BNFL provided the applicable test specifications, indicating specific design needs, and
tests were conducted in the Equipment Testing Laboratory (ElZ), located in the 305 Building at Hdord.
The ETL provided necessary facility space, test equipment design supporg fabricatio~ engineering, and
technician support for the FRS testing program.

The first phase of FRS testing was development testing, which was used to provide proof of concept and
criteri~ optimize equipment layou,~ initialize the process definition, and identi~ special needs/tools and
required design changes in support of performance specification development (Refaences 1 and 2).



Development testing was utilized in design of the primary cleaning machine (PCM), the canister decapper
.sMo% the stuck fheI station (canister slitter), the manipulator syst~ the remote CCTV viewing syst~
and many associated manual, or long reach tools. In aciditicnqdevelopment testing played a key role in
developing a fuel handling and packaging process.

The second phase of FftS @sting was cold validation testing. This was confined specifically to the
manipulator system, the CCTV system (EOC), their respective interf%es, and the actual fiel handlpg and
packaging process. Separate, individual validation test programs were developed for validation of the
PCI@ decapper statioq and stuck fhel station designs. These test programs were also scheduled for fiscal
year 1999. This report is limited to cover cold validation testing of the manipulator system only, which
W% perfOIYlld in September 1998.
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Test Objectives

The objective of Cold Validation Testing was to valiiate the final manipulator system design and the FRS
fuel handling process as it applies to the process table. To ensure that the test procedures accomplished
this task they were develope@ review@ approv~ and released as a SNF controlled docunm+ Final
approval and distribution was accomplished using the Engineering Data Transmittal (EDT) system with
final approval by the FRS Design Authority, the SNF-FRS Project Manager, SNF Q~ the K-Basins
Operations Manager, and the Engineering Laboratory Manager. Prior to distribution for approval, the
procedures went through a rigorous review process, which included reviews by key proje@ operations,
and startup staff The approved test procedures were administered by the FRS Test Engineer and
performed by qualified Nuclear Process Operators from the lOOKArea operations crew.

To meet the general goal of cold validation testin~ seveml sublevel objectives had to be met. These
objectives were as follows:

● Prove that the equipment can adequately ptiorm the required process steps for fiel repackaging.

. Provide valklation that the FRS process description is viable tid/or provide recommendations for
process adjustments.

. Establish real-time production time lines based on actual performance times.

. Establish and/or refine basic equipment operating procedures.

. Establish andlor refine recommendations for hands-on operator time working tie manipulators.

Test Method and Equipment

Test Method

The methodology used in CVT split the testing into the following major “ixitegories.

● Ecmkiment Validation
. Process Validation

Equipment validation was pdormed to demonstrate that the system was able to perliorm all the basic
fimctions required of i~ while process validation focused on validating the fuel handling process .ss
described in the FRS process description. In both cases, the throughput time was the major data point for
performance comparison. During equipment validation testing the single standard canister was processed
by each of two teams of two operators, whine the test began with the standard canister dumped onto the

3
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north table ramp and concluded when the last piece of material was loaded into the appropriate container.
There were a total of four equipment validation test runs where the operators switched places for their
second run so that each operator ran each of the two manipulators during a test run.

Test Equipment

Cold validation testing was conducted in a non-radiologically controlled area and no radiological
materials were used in any of the tests A full scale, semi-prototypic mockup of the K-Basin processing
area was erected in the 305 Building dry pit by NHC Engineering Laboratory personnel. It included
mockups of the process table, the MCO scrap and fuel baskets, the primary clean machine (RX), and a
basin fiel rack. Actual Mark II fuel canisters, made up of two cylindrical cans or barrels joined together
by an upper and lower lifting tnmnion (ref. Figure 7), were used for CVT production simulations. The
I%elwas simulated using heavy wall pipe with similar diametric characteristics for both inner and outer
elements, where the Ml-length dummy fhel elements were cut to 26 inches long, to simulate Mark IV
fuel. The FRS Design Authority agreed that tiese tests adequately bounded the scope of canister and fidl
types that FRS is designed to handle.

The mockup was set up in a prototypic arrangement with component spacing and relative elevations
being as accurate as could reasonably be achieved To simulate basin monorail operations, a long-pole

grapple, or hook was deployed from an overhead crane for lifting operations such as retrieving fuel
canisters and transporting them to the process table. Jn addition to the test article, the actual K-West
production manipulator system, the K-East CCTV system and EOC racks were also installed in the
mockup to complete the test setup.

The major test article was the K-West manipulator system, which includes two manipulator arms, two
bridge/mast assemblies, the two target PCs (control system computers], and two master controller units
(MCU). In addition to the K-West items, the EOC rack module, Basin Area J-Box, HydrauEc
Distribution Manifold hose/cable management system (e-chain), and the Hydraulic Pump Unit (HEW)for
the training maniptiator system were installed, These are all integral components to the manipulator
system; however, these items are generic in nature and do not require specific component testing. This
support system will remain in place after the K-West manipulator system has been transported to the
basins for deployment. It will be used to perform run-in testing on the K-East manipulator system and
theq later, for operating the training system.

The same wood process table mockup used in earlier development testing was again used during cold
validation testing (Figure 1). Some minor modifications were included to adapt tie table to the dry pit
mockup ar~ such as adding longer legs and increased cross bracing to the supports. In additio~ some
small sections had to be cut out of the table to allow it to fit into the pit area. None of these modifications
affected the normal process areas of the table. In additicmto the table, the MCO fhel bask~ MCO scrap
bask% fhel basket back light and the fuel basket lazy susan us@ or develop~ during development
testing were also used during cold valklation testing.

A plywood mockup was used to simulate the PCM in the test system layout and an abbreviated version of
a basin i%elrack was setup just north of the PCM. The fbel rack shown in Figure 2, held three Mark II
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fbel canisters, which were filled with 14 full-length dummy fhel assemblies (inners and outers). A fourth
canister described as “the standard canister” included a mix of “broken” fhel elements, debris, scrap fbel,
and full-length elements. The standard canister was developed for development testing and was used
again in cold validation testing as a production standard for comparative purposes.

The standard canister makeup was based on K-East fhel condition as described in ECN 191405 (included
in Appendix F) and is described in Table 1. It was made up of this mix of simulated scrap, debris, broken
fuel, and full- length fiel. For control purposes, the standard canister contents were painted white.
Figure 3 shows the contents of the standard canister dumped onto the north end of the process table.

TABLE 1. FRS Standard Canister Makeup.

● 10 fidl length inner elements

● 10 fidl length outer elements
● 2 half kmgth inner elements
. 2 half length outer elements

. 14 pieces of inner element under 3“ in
length

. 14 pieces of outer element under 3“ in
length

. 3 one-third length inner elements

. 3 one-third length outer elements

. 1 old glove (debris)

. 1 screwdriver (debris)



——. — —- ——

Figure 1. Process Table Mockup.

This approach, using the stsndard canister, puts all the broken fiel, scrap, and debris into one canister,
which equates to approximately 25°/0of the fhel in this single canister being in one or more pieces. When
pefiorming single canister test runs this puts an ultra consemative condition into the tes~ which easily
bounds the expected normal condition with no adverse interpretation of production results. In contrast,
when the other three canisters are added to the test n@ the percentage of total elements in one or more
pieces is closer to 7Y0. This gives a relatively close approximation to the expected gross fuel makeup in
K-East, where the expected percentage of broken fiel is approximately 10Yo.For K-West it’s 2’X01,with
the raw average pieces per broken element equated to be 2.5. This mix was adjusted to three pieces per
element two pieces per element, and an odd mix of scrap fuel less than 3 inches in length. The scrap was
included to add fine motion handling and scrap loading requirements to the production simulation and
does not necessarily correspond specifically to defined fuel conditions, where 12% of the defective fuel is
expected to be loaded out in scrap baskets. The assumption used for CVT is that the entire quantity of
scrap consisted of fuel pieces less than three inches in length and greater than one inch in length. Longer
sections of fiel categorized as scrap are not a concern with regard to loading or handling functions and
pieces less than one inch.

1Statistics taken &om ECN 191405, page 4 of 6, Section B, See Appendw F
6



Each fuel canister is made up of two individual barrels joined together by an upper and
lower lifting trunnion. Each barrel holds 7 fuel assemblies resulting in each cariister
holding 14 assemblies.

will be treated as “fine scrap”, which is being dealt within a separate development and validation testing
program and therefore not included in CVT.

The manipulator system used in CVT will be deployed in the K-West basin for fuel handling and
repackaging, where each manipulator assembly includes a manipulator arm, abridge/mast assembly, and
a PC control computer. The bridge moves along a rail system that allows only straight line, forward and
reverse movement. The bridge has the manipulator support mast suspended vertically from its center and
remains stationary relative to the bridge. A helac is attached to the base of the mast and the actual
manipulator arm attaches to the helac. The helac is a device that provides 360° rotational movement in
the horizontal plane, which allows the manipulator to be deployed in any direction off the centerline of
bridge travel. The manipulator arm is an electro-servo, teleoperated manipulator capable of a 375-lb. lift
at fill extension and is designed to simulate the joints of the human shoulder and arm. The system also
includes two CCTV cameras, one mounted on the wrist of the manipulator arm and one suspended from
the bridge. The bridge camera includes panhik capability, while the wrist camera is a stationary mount..

7
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Figure 3. Standard Canister Contents Dumped onto North Table Ramp.

The system design and manufacture was provided by Alstom Automation Schilli.ng Robotics (SRS) under
contract to DESH. The design utilized a modified version of the SRS Conan manipulator arm, which
SRS labeled “Konan”. In spite of the unique label for the K-Basin versio~ both spellings are seen in
various manuals, drawings, and other associated documents and should be considered equivalent. SRS
also supplied the hydraulic supply system the PC control system, the software, and all powerihydraulic
distribution systems required to operate the manipulator.

During development testing a revised manipulator jaw design was tested in the first prototype mode
(Figure 4). The design was refined and a second-generation prototype was fabricated and installed on the
test manipulators. The modified jaws extend farther out than the standard SRS jaws like two long fingers.
This enables the operators to reach into areas that they could otherwise not reach into because of the bulk
of the wrist and jaw mounting section. In additioq the extended jaws allow a higher degree of visibility
of what is being picked up, primarily because the wrist blocks the view when the standard jaws are used.
During CVT, the need for refinement of the prototype extended jaw design was identified, modifications
were drawn up and a revised design issued as a formal fabrication drawing. The first two sets of the new
jaw design will be procured for, and tested with, the K-West manipulators.

8



The device used to pickup fill-length fuel elements and load them into the MCO fiel basket was the
result of earlier development testing. SRS took the basic concept and developed a modified version of the
tool and improved the actuation system to work with the Konan manipulator jaw (Figure 5). The basic
principle is that of expanding a urethane spring outward against the tilde diameter (ID) of a fiel element.
The pressure applied creates sufficient friction to hold the fbel element during transfer into the fhel
basket. Actuation of the manipulator jaw was used to actuate the device. A lever arm is attached to the
manipulator in such a manner that when the jaws are opene~ the lever is pushed away from the anchor
point on the manipulator wrist. The lever has a cable pull assembly attached to it and when the lever
moves the cable is taken up, which then pulls an end piece back toward the anchor point. The urethane
spring is sandwiched between the anchor point and the end piece and when the cable gets taken up, the
urethane spring gets compressed. The axial compression then expands diametrically against the ID of the
fuel element. When the fael element is acquired in this manner it can be lifted up and will hang vertically
no matter what position the arm is in. This ability is critical for loading fuel elements into the basket.
This device was included in CVT as a tool, but is also undergoing its own development and improvement
program.

Figure 4. Extended Manipulator Jaws.

9
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Figure 5. Fuel Grapple End-Effecter.

All tests were pefiorrned using remote camera operations. The CCTV system procured for deployment in

the K-East basin was set up in the test facility for CVT and early operator trai&g. The CC~ system

provided 12 cameras, including the two on each of the manipulators, and controllers for remote viewing

capability. These cameras were deployed in the same manner and relative locations to be used in the

basins. Both the camera and manipulator control systems were installed in the Equipment Operations

Center (EOC) and testing was performed using the actual production control and viewing stations

(Figure 6).

10



Figure 6. Equipment Operations Center.

Process Validation tests focused on the process and not on the equipment. Tests were performed in
several different configurations an~ as in equipment testing, each operator ran each of the machines at
one time or another. Process validation tests also utilized a total of four fuel canisters rather than just a
single canister. Using four canisters provided enough dummy fbel elements to fill a Mark IA fiel basket
and leave eight fhel assemblies lying on the south table ramp. As in equipment validation, the tests began
with the standard canister dumped onto the north table ramp. The other three loaded canisters remained
in the canister rack until all the fuel dumped onto the north table ramp was moved to the south table ramp
or loaded in the appropriate container. The second canister was then removed from the canister rack and
dumped onto the north table ramp while the south manipulator continued to load fiel from the first “
canister into the fuel basket. The north manipulator had to be rotated to a due west position and parked in
the center of the fuel inspection area of the table to provide sufficient clearance to dump the next fuel
canister. The time taken to dump each successive canister was included in the production throughput
times included in the test results. Every test run performed during CVT was videotaped for additional
documentation of test pefiorrnance results.

11
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Test Descriptions

Cold Validation Testing was made up of several individual test runs, each of which was performed as part
of a standard test sequence. In total, there were three test sequences, each of which was designed to
acquire pertinent data on specific operation and pefiormance parameters. All three test sequences were
built on one or the other of hvo basic test procedures (Reference 4). One test procedure represented the
validation mode of operation, while the other representeci the.production mode. Copies of the test
procedures are included in Appendix E of this report.

The CVT test procedures and sequences were built on knowledge gained from FRS development testing
and ultimately on the FRS Process Description (Reference 3). Each of the three test sequences included
several individual test runs, the results of which made up the aggregate data package for the test sequence.
The three test sequences and a brief description of each areas follows:

● Ecwipment Validation

Does the equipment periiorm the Iimctions required of the process?

● Process Validation
.

-Can the process be performed to meet the requirements of the following process modes?
-Validation Mode – mode to be used during initial startup and operation of the FRS when efficacy
of the process is being verified and key operating parameters are being optimized.

-Production Mode – mode to be used for processing the bulk of the fuel once validation mode
has been successfidly completed.

h addition to the different test sequences, the Process Validation – Production Mode sequence was
performed using both single-manipulator and dual-manipulator operating scenarios. In these two cases
the tests were run with either one or both manipulators used to perform the normal fiel handling process.
The dual manipulator process is the recommended standard operation and the single manipulator process
is the fdl back in the case where one of the manipulators becomes inoperable.

Equipment Validation Tests

This test sequence was intended to validate the equipment’s capability to perform the necessary fictions
to process the fuel. As such, the primary focus of these tests was the equipment and its proper fiction.

The test sequence involved processing a single canister of dummy fuel elements, including simulated
broken and scrap elements, from the north end of the process table to the south end of the table and
loading each individual piece into the appropriate MCO basket, The canister contents included simulated
debris, which was disposed of as described in the process description. Processing was pefiormed using
both manipulators, one to sort fhel on the north end of the table, load the scrap fuel and debris and a
second manipulator to load full length fuel elements on the south end of the table. A limiting acceptance
time of three hours was assumed based on results from early development testing in FY97 (Reference 2).

At the beginning of CVT, three practice runs of the equipment validation sequence were run. The
practice runs were used to fidly evaluate operator readiness to perform the battery of CVT tests. As
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expecte~ there was a mild learning curve during the practice runs, but the operators came up to fi.dlspeed
in a suitable time and regular testing commenced. For equipmmit validation a total of five test runs were
performe~ where the collected data included process throughput times, interruptions, exceptions, and
system malfi.mctions. To readily assess the system’s capability, tests were not stopped in the event of
minor equipment problems. The definition of minor was applied to any occurrence that could be readily
and quickly corrected. These included control system communications loss, control computer crashes,
etc. In each case the interruption or problem was logged into the test exception log and the test run
continued. Minor interruptions were included in the iinal process time recorded for each test”run. It was
determined during test preparations that such interruptions could be expected during production and that
they were insignificant to long term production goals and certainly did not render the equipment
unacceptable for its intended fimction.

Major equipment problems were also accounted for in the test exception log, but the test clock was
stopped during the repair time for this level of interruption. In all cases the equipment test runs were
restarted and completed. This @pe of interruption should not be expected during normal operations and
for that reason they were diagnosed and corrected prior to restart of the test.

Process Validation Tests

The purpose of process validation testing was to validate the fuel handling process as described in the
FRS process description. As such, the primary focus of these tests was on the process and the ease of
which the operators could perform it.

In the process validation tests the fuel handling process steps required to process fhel from acquisition of
the fiel canister to final loading of the MCO fuel basket were performed. To more accurately depict the
actual process a total of four fbel canisters were used in the simulations. Four canisters were used
because they held a sufficient quantity of fuel elements to completely fill the Mark’IA fuel basket (48
assemblies) being used in the tests. The test run time included the tiine to move the remaining eight
assemblies (eight inners, eight outers) onto the south table ramp as well. This provided sufficient data to
more accurately estimate the loading time for the Mark IV fuel baskets, which hold 54 assemblies. Three
canisters were filled with fi.dllength (no scrap or debris) dummy assemblies and set into a mockup
canister queue, located just north of the Primary Clean Machine (PC&l) mockup. The standard canister
was used for the fourth canister and was dumped onto the north table ramp prior to starting each test ruu.

In all the process validation test runs the standard canister was the first of the four canisters processed and
it was always dumped onto the north table ramp prior to startihg the test. This setup the test run with one
canister already dumped onto the ramp and three fidl canisters stored in the simulated queue. Test
processing times included the time to dump each of the three queued canisters onto the north table ramp
and to clear the empty canister away from the manipulator work area.

13
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Figure 7. Dumping a Mark II Canister onto the Process Table North Ramp.

The general fiel handling process used in process validation testing started with sorting the standard
canister fhel, scrap, and debris on the north end of the table, then moving the good fiel (pieces longer
than three inches) to the south table ramp. After the good fuel was moved to the south table rsmp, the
south manipulator could be used to begin loading the fiel into the MCO fuel basket. The north
manipulator would then be used simultaneously to finish sorting and loading the scrap and debris into the
north scrap basket or debris bin. This process was repeated for each of the remaining three fuel canisters.
In basket loading, the first fbel pieces to be loaded are the broken outer elements. These pieces of fuel get
loaded first in order to provide more room for maneuvering the manipulator or the modified Peter’s tool.
The first step in this process is to recover the sho~ or broken, outer elements and stack them up in the
measuring raclq where the overall length of broken outers can be determined. This sets up a nearly fidl-
length column of I%elto load into one basket slot. Then the longest of the short pieces for each stack of
broken outer elements were picked up and set into the go no-go gage, where they could easily be acquired
with the manipulator fuel tool or grabbed with the Peter’s tool. For the CVT, one of the broken outer
elements was too short to load with the manipulator so the long-reach modified Peter’s tool was used to
load it into the basket slot (Figure 8). This short piece of outer element was usually the first to be loade~
with the other longer broken outer elements being loaded with the manipulator fuel tool. After loading
these starter pieces, a full-length inner element was picked up with the manipulator jaws and placed inside
one of the outer elements (Figure 10). The remaining pieces of this first broken outer element were
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slipped over the end of the inner element and dropped down in place, again using the manipulator jaws.
This sequence was repeated until all the broken outer element pieces were loaded in the fuel basket. The
next step was to use the manipulator to pick up the Ml-1ength outer elements from the south ramp and set
them up in the go no-go gage. The go no-go gage is sized to veri@ that a fiel element will be able to be
loaded into a fuel basket socket and allows the elements to be oriented in the vertical position. Once in
the vertical positio~ the manipulator fiel tool was used to acquire an outer element and load it into an
empty basket socket. After all the outer elements were loaded into the basket, the broken inner elements
were picked up with the manipulator jaws and dropped into an outer element. Finally, the fidl-length
inner elements were loaded into each remaining empty outer element so that each basket socket held a
complete fhel assembly.

A basket-loading map was used to keep track of which sockets were loaded with each piece of dummy
fiel for both inner elements and outer elements (Figure 11). The operator recorded what length piece was
loaded into each socket as he loaded the piece into it. This keeps track of iiel pieces that cannot be easily
seen once loaded and keeps track of where the empty sockets are in the basket. This becomes
increasingly important as the basket becomes fidler as demonstrated in earlier development testing
(Reference 2). It is possible to have an emply socket in the middle of several frill sockets and not be able
to see it from above. Without marking the map, an operator might assume that all the sockets are iidl and
prematurely load the basket into the MCO. The map is also very useful for fiel accountability.

There were three variations of process validation testing performed during CVT. They were validation
mode and dual manipulator-production mode, which use both manipulators as described above, and single
manipulator-production mode, which uses only the north manipulator to peflorm all of the process steps.

Validation mode tests followed the validation mode fuel handling steps described in the FRS process
description, which include all of the production mode operations described in the FRS process description
plus mandatory fhel element separation and individual element inspection. For CVT the fhel element
inspections included inspection of the scrap fiel pieces. Also, in validation mode tests the actual fiel
separation ram and inspection stations were not available, so dummy elements were separated by simply
dumping the inner element out of the outer element and onto the table. Simulated inspection steps were
also included in the tests. Inspection simulations consisted of setting the dummy fhel piece onto the
simulated inspection area and holding it there for five seconds. During validation mode testing, each and
every piece of dummy fiel was “inspected” in this manner, including thescrap pieces.

15
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Figure 8. Using the Modified Long Reach Gripper to Load Short Fuel.

Clockwise from Top Le& a) Operator Clamping Madified Peters Tool Jaw onto Fuel Element;
b) Placing Short Outer Fuel Element Into Go/No-Go Gage; c) Loading a Short Outer Fuel Element
Into MCO Fuel Basket; and d) Picking up a Dropped Piece of Inner Fuel Elementi

Dual-manipulator production mode tests followed the standard production fuel handling steps and used
both the north and south manipulator to separate and load the fuel. As described above, the north
manipulator is used to sort fhel, scrap, and debris, separate the inner elements from the outer elements,
load the scrap into the north scrap basket, load the debris into the debris b~ and transfer the acceptable
fuel to the south table ramp. The south manipulator is used to gage the outer elements in the go no-go
gage and to load the fiel into the fbel basket. The latter operation utilized the Schilling-designed
manipulator fuel tool, or stinger. These test runs also included steps to transfer loaded fi,lel canisters from
the simulated queue to the process table and dump each canister onto the north table ramp. Resultant test
times are for completely loading a Mark IA fhel basket with 48 element pairs, including simulated broken
fuel elements, and transfer of the remaining eight element pairs onto the south table ramp.
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Single-manipulator production tests followed the standard production fhel handling steps but used only
the north manipulator. The south manipulator was moved as far south as possible and “parked”. In this
operational set up, the north manipulator is used to perform all of the fuel handling and packaging steps,
including loading the fiel with the manipulator fuel tool. As before, these test runs included steps to
transfer loaded fiel canisters from the simulated queue to the process table and dump them onto the north
table ramp. Resultant test times are for the time taken to fidly load a Mark IA fiel basket with 48 element
pairs, including simulated broken fuel elements, and transferring the remaining eight element pairs onto
the south table ramp.

Figure 9. Manipulator Operations.

Clockwise From Top Lefi: a) Loading Scrap into North Scrap Basketi b) Separating an Jnner Fuel
Element from an Outer ElemenC c) Transferring Fuel
Debris into Debris Bin.
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Figure 10. Loading Broken Fuel Elements.

Clockwise From Upper Left: a) Loading a Short Outer Element Into the MCO Fuel Basket;
b) Loading a Full length Inner Element into a Short Outer Element; and c) Loading a Short Outer
Element Onto the Full Length Inner Element,
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Figure 11. Gaging an Outer Element iu the Go/No-Go Gage+
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Figure 12. Loading Fuel into the MCO Fuel Basket.

Clockwise fkom Top Left: a) Picking a Short Outer Fuel Element up Out of the Go/No-Go Gage;
b) Loading an Outer Fuel Element Into MCO Fuel Easket; c) Loading a Short Inner Fuel Element
Into an Outer Fuel Element in MC(I Fuel Basket; and d) Loading a Full Length Inner Element Into
an Outer Element in the MCO Fuel Basket
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Test Results and Recommendations

Test Results

Equipment Validation

Equipment validation testing included five process runs. In addition to the canister process times being
acceptable, ranging from 1 hour 4 minutes to 1 hour 54 minutes and an average time of 1 hour 30
minutes, the equipment performed all process steps in all cases both successfidly and satisfworily.

Process Validation – Production Mode

It was ailirmed during process wdklation testing that the best process throughput times occurred using the
dual manipulator approach. Using dual manipulators rather than a single unit for production was
promoted as a result of earlier development testing. During process validation testin~ in production
mode, the average time to load a Mark IA fhel basket (48 Assemblies) Wing the dual manipulator
approach was 4 hours, while the single manipulator approach produced au average production time of 6
hours “md16 minutes.

—

Process Validation – Validation Mode

The dual manipulator approach was also used during validation mode testing, with an average basket
loading time of 4 hours 56 minutes. Some additional time should be expected during actual operations,
it was impossible to exactly imitate the validation inspection process.

TABLE 2. Average Production Test Results horn Cold Validation Testing.

Average Production Test Results

Mode of Operation Avemge Canister Average MCO Basket
Processing Times Loading Time
(Hours:Minutes) @oursMinutes)

Production Mode – Duid Manipulator 1:23 400

Production Mode – Single wp~~or . 1:33 616

Valklation Mode – Dual Manipulator l:ti &56

as

A Mark IA fuel basket was used in all the validation tests. The Mark IA basket holds 48 assemblies,
whereas a Mark IV basket holds 54. Based on the production test results for the Mark ~ it is estimated
that it would take approximately 4-1/2 hours to completely load a Mark IV baske~ with its additional six

. assemblies.
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Test Exceptions

A total of 20 test exceptions occurred during testing however, in all but two cases testing was quickly
resumed aftei correcting the problem. The majority of the test exceptions were associated with a cursor
lock problem in the control software where the control PC had to be m-booted to correct the problem.
Specifically, in these cases the test clock was kept running while the control system was re-booted. This
was done to simulate actual conditions in the field should the cursor lock not be able to be eliminated
from the software. In cases where support equipment failed or the system sul%red a readily correctable
case of infant mortality, tie test clock was stopped to allow time for correcting the condition then
restarted and the test run resumed after the exception was recorded in the data table. All occuITencesof
this type were det-ed to be short-term problems that were able to be permanently corrected or would
be highly unlikely to occur or halt production during fiwl repackaging operations. Examples of these are
a power supply ftilure in the master control unit (MCU); a leaking seal in the pitch joint actuatoq a pitch
joint control problem (faulty wiring harness); having to adjust the cable tension on the fbel stingeq fuel
stinger tool wouldn’t fit inside the dummy fbel element and failure of the modified Peters tool. The
complete table of test exceptions is included in Appendix D.

In all, the cursor lock problem accounted for nine exceptions and the unrelated pitch joint control problem
accounted for an additional four. In the latter case the p~oblem was an intermittent problem traced down
to a pinch~ or smash@ wiring harness that required on line diagnostics to find. Once foun~ the faulty
harness was replaced and testing resumed without fhrther occurrences. The remaining test exceptions
were able to be immediately corrected and did not pose a permanent threat to long term operability of the
systeq therefore testing was simply continued to completion. The cursor lock problem has subsequently
been e~ated as a result of warranty work performed “bythe mantiacturer. A complete mechanical
refhrbkhment of the manipulators was also ptiormed by factory technicians and followed by a two-week
reliability test ~ which essentially duplicated the production mode of the (XT. No equipment or
control system ftilures occurred.

k addition to the 20 test exceptions, two test requirements from the test procedure were dropped from

CVT. These were dropped by the test &rector to adapt to the conditions of the test setup and to data

gathered during other tests.

The first requirement dropped from (XT, stated in Table 2 in the CVT procedure (Reftience 4), was to

pa%orm single manipulator testing using each the north manipulator and tie south manipulator,

respectively. However, the test was only performed using the north manipulator. The south msnipukitor

test was dropped because the north manipulator cannot be parked in a position that allows the fuel to be

transported to the table from the PCM and still be accessible to the south manipulator for handling. The

north manipulator is actually sitting directly in the load path for any material movement and would have

to be moved manually south to dump a canister, then north to retrieve aud separate the fuel using tie

south manipulator. This situation is created because the north manipulator cannot be moved north beyond
the PCM due to the mast elevation extending below the elevation of the PCM. In additio~ moving a
canister while the north manipulator is parked up against the PCM cannot be accomplished because the
hoist load path is directly in line with the manipulator and the load cannot “jump” the manipulator (would
require hoisting the fuel canister out of the water). There are only two ways to use the south manipulator
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to process fhel in a solo production mode. One is to have the north manipulator completely removed
from the basin and risk tie possibilii of having to alter the control system to allow the system to fimction
as a single manipulator system*. The second is to manually move the north manipulator south to make
room to dump a canister, then manually move it-back north to make room for the south manipulator to
retrieve and separate the fuel. Time constraints, testing deadlines, and presumed low added value were
the primary drivers for not performing either of these described process alterations during CVT. This
situation existed in our test mockup and also exists in the basin.

The second requirement dropped from CVT, described in Section 3.1 of the CVT procedure
(Refkrence 4), was to transfmthe loaded MCO fhel baskets and scrap baskets to the mockup MCO basket
queue. This t@ process was dropped from CVT for two major reasons. One was because the mockup
rail supports blocked the load path for transfer of a scrap basket to the queue table and the second was that
the grapple intended to transport the baskets, or an acceptable prototype, was unavailable for use during
CVT. An alternate method for transferring the fiel basket could have been use&but the similarity to the
real system would have been so minute that the test director determined the data collected would have
been relatively useless and not realistically comparable to the actual syst~ being used in the basins.

Conclusions

The test data collected during CVT combined with test observations fidly support the conclusion that the
FRS manipulator system is suitably able to perform the required process functions it was designed for. It
is also postulated that the manipulator system will readily provide-a method for achieving superior
throughput volume when compared to manual tool methods for fhel re-packaging.

Recommendations .

As a result of CVT and associated pmCVT burn-~ several recommendations for p6ssible system
improvement were formulated and are listed in TABLE 3. A@ough the recommendations are based on
improving the manipulator syst~ acting on any single recommendation would not significantly alter the
conclusions or throughput times indicated in this repo~ but would generally provide a more rob~
reliable, and user-friendly system. This list of recommendations was transmitted to FRS project
management under a separate cover letter in January 1999 while a few of these were in the process of
being implemented.

1If the control system required any adjustment or modificatio~ it would only be required if one of the
two slave controllers was unable to provide telemetry communication through the telemetry chain. This
is why the single manipulator operation is still possible using tie north manipulator snd parking the south
manipulator against the south hard stop, assuming the slave controller is still communicating through the
telemetry chain. No specific tests were performed in this area as of this writing, however, they are likely
to be ptiormed informally at a later date. Using the north manipulator only will still result in potential
load transport issues for loaded fuel baskets moving south to the queue tables.
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In addition to the following li* several recommendations were reported in the interim equipment report’,

issued in November 1998. A final version of the equipment report is scheduled for release in September
1999 and will cover general system burn-in activities on both the K-West and K-East manipulator
systems and provide greater detail covering a longer period of time than the CVT report. The equipment
report also provides a more detailed discussion of the technioal issues and background information
concerning system reliability. This information was not included as part of the CVT report in an attempt
to contain the scope of CVT within its intended boundaries and to prevent the possibility of cxmtlicting
conclusions from future reports.

1suMMARY EC)UIPMENT REPORT - FRS Cold Ommtions, Interim Versio~ Rev. C; PNNL,
- October 30, 1998, GR Kiebel, DR Jackson.
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TABLE 3. Recommended Changes to Manipulator System Installation.

Item
No. Description l%iol’it’+ Explanation

Reduces Risk of Major Hyd. Spill
In the easeof arnajorjoint i%iluredownstreamthe fiIses

~A Add Hydraulic Fuses to Individual Manipulator
1 preventcontinualpumpingof hydraulicfluid into the

Supply on SRS Diw Madold. basin.
Theseare stimdardontbe other in-poolequipmentsupply
Inal.lMolds.

Add Double Isolation (ball) Valves to Individual ~
Reduces Potential Downtime

B
Wpuktor Supply on SRS D1* Manifold.

Wouldallowmaintenaneeandrepairworkon individual
manipulatorwhilehydraulicsystemremainedpowered.

Add a Pilot Operated Solenoid Valve to AUows Quick Operator Switching to secure one
c IndividualMmi@ator Supplyon SRSDi* 3 or tie other maniptikdors from the hyd.rmdic

Manifoldthat operatesliom EOC. feed.
NormalMaintenanceEnhancement

2 Add Hydradic Fluid S~’ling Station~ HPU. 1 CleanaccessforfluidsamplingwssnotincludedinHPU
designby rnaofacturing.

Put Wpulator Slave Controller Power Cycle
Reduees Potential Downtime

3
Switoh in EOC.

2 Doesnotrequirea secondparty outonthe deckto cycle
power.

Add a Ball or Check Valve to chiller Reservoir
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

4
Fill Line.

4 Preventsfluidsiphoningwhenrefilliugor topping off the
reservoir.

Adjust HPU Installation to AUow Sight Glass to z
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

5
be Easily Seen.

The sightglassis locatedon the bask of the HPU and
must be usedregularlyto checkreservoirfluid levels.

Replaee Std. Slave Controller Cover with
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

6
Plexiglass Cover.

4 Allowsfor quickand easyawes to slavecontrollerPC
boardstatusL’ED’s. “

Add Hour Meters to Each Manipulator Slave
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

7
Controller (ISO Valve Control) and the HPU.

4 Mfg.maintenancemeommendationsaremostly basedon
maebinehours.

Modi$ Slave Controller Mounting Brackets
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

8
(for access).

3 Allowsfor easierslavecontrollerremovaland
replacement
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

Add a Quick Connector to Mast to Slave “ Greatlyreducesrisk mterminatingwiringon the slave
9

Controller Umbilical Cable.
2 controllertenniml block Cunentta@ng system is

%agile” at bestandit is very diflicultto temdmte wires
accurately.

10
Add HydmulicQuick Connectorsto Bridge

3
Normal Maintenance Enhancement

Drive Motors. AUowsfor quicker,easierslavecontrollerremoval.

*Priority values liom 1 – 4 l-requir~ 2-should dq 3-prefmed but not requir@ 4-to cheap and simple
not to do.
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TABLE 3. Recommended Changes to Manipulator System Installation (continued)

Item Description Priorityl Explanation
No.

NormalMaintenance Enhancement

Change Bridge Drive Motor Mounting Bolts to Oreatlyreducesthe risk of droppingthe mountingbolts
11 studs. 2 into the pool when changingthe motors oti Current

eonfiguradonis cumbersomeand difficultto handle.
DMieullywill increasewhenusing PPE(rubbergloves).
Ergonomics Issue (EOC)

12
Add a Pendent Mounted Control Switoh for the

2 Preventsoperatorfrom havingto putdown the
Stuck Fuel Element Rmn Control. manipulatorMCU andreaeh fix the ram controlbutton.

Specificallyrequestedby opemtors.
Equipment hOtectiOn Issue
Cummtlythere is no hightemperatureprotectionfor the

Add a High Temp. Cutoff to Kill the HPU at HPU. The alarmsare visual only and do not requirea
13

130”F.
2 responseto keep operating This presentsthe potential

for thern& breakdownof the fluid andpossible
equipmentdamageat boththe HPU andthe
manipnkltors.
Equipment prOtWtiOnIssue
Currentlythere is no indicationin tbe EOC of

14
Add Chiller/HPUOperatingPmameterRead

2 temperatureconditionsfor the chiller coolant It is
out (other than Pc). possiblefor the 10MIchillerhigh ternp alarmto go off

and not have any indicationin the EOC. ‘l’’hereis alsono
indicationin EOC that chiller is operational

Replace original bumper stop on south Equipment ~Ot&2ti0n ISSUe
15 manipulator with longer stop ~F NCR#98- 1 PerNC% the moditied bumperstop is requiredto protect

DESH-039]. the bridge cameras.

16 Add GFCI protection to basin e-stop pendants. 1 NEC Requirement

Rework extended PA Jaw attachments to
Prevents jaw bearings from falling out and having

17 1
prevent bearings flom slipping out.

to pull the manipulator out of the water for
replacement.

1Priority values from 1– 4 l-require@ 2-should dq 3-pref~ed but not require~ 4-too cheap and simple
not to do
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“ Equipment Validation Test Data

Run No.

EV-1

EV-2

EV-3

EV-4

EV-5

Operation
Description

North Arm:
sort Fuel,

Load Scrap
South Arm:
Load Fuel

North Arm:
Sort Fuel,

Load Scrap
South Arm:
Load Fuel

South Arm:
Load Fuel

North Arm:
Sort Fuel,

Load Scrap
South Arm:
Load Fuel

North Arm:
Sort Fuel,

Load Scrap
South Arm:
Load Fuel

South Arm:
Load Fuel

North Arm:
Sort Fuel,

Load Scrap
South Arm:
Load Fuel

Operator

2

1

3

4

2

1

4

3

3

Start Time

7:53

7:54

9:17

9:18

13:05

14:11

14:12

8:10

8:12

9:05

Finish Time

8:35

8:57

9:42 “

10:14

14:02

14:37

16:05

8:37

8:44

9:48

Dual Arm, Staiidard Canister Test Run

Elapsed
Standard

Time
Canister Process

Time

0:42

1:03
1 U4:

0:25

0:56

0:57
1:34

0:26

1:53
1:34

0:27

0:32

0:43
1:11

3

4

10:31

10:33

10:57

11:52

0:26

1:19
1:.zl

Average Fuel Sorting, Scrap Loading Time (Arithmetic Mean)
Average Fuel Loading Time (Arithmetic Mean)
Average Standard Canister Processing Time (Arithmetic Mean)

Operator Key

OperatorTeam No. No

Team #l #1 Bob Crow
#2 Ron Lorenzen

Team #2 #3 Don Benson
#4 Tim VanReenan

EEl
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l?rocess Validation Test Data

‘WMS-lNorth Arm
Sort& Load

can #1

NorthArm
Sort& Load

can #2

NorthArm:
Sort& Load

can #3

NorthArm:
Sort& Load

can #4

‘WMS-2North Arm
Sort& Load

can #1
1 &2

NorthArm
sort & Load

can #2
4
4

NorthADI:
sort & Load

can #3
3&4

NorthArm
Sort& Load

can #4
3
3

StartTime

7:51
8:51

9:46

11:14

12:51

14:41

17:33
7:17

8:07

9:36
10:25

Production Mode; Single Manipulator (North)

Finish Time

8:47
9:45

11:14

12:51

1411

17:33

18:49
8:07

9:36

10:22
10:45

MCO
Elapsed c~a~~ Basket

Time
Time

Loading
Time

0:56
0:54 1:50

1:28 1:28

1:37 1:37

1:20 1:20

6:15

2:52 2:52

1:16
0:50 2:06

1:29 1:29

0:46
0:20 1:09

7:36

A.2



Process Validation Test Data Production Mode; Single Manipulator (North)’

Run No.
Operation

Start Time Finish Time
Elapsed Canister Process MCO Basket

Description Time Time Loading Time

PVPMS-3
North Arm:
Sort & Load

Can #1

Down Time

North Arm:
Sort & Load

Can #1

North Arm:
Sort & Load

can #2

North Arm:
Sort & Load

Can #3

North Arm:
Sort & Load

Can #4

11:05

11:35

11:49

12:35

14:25

15:51

11:35

11:49

12:35

14:25

15:51

16:39

0:30

0:14

. .

0:46

1:50

1:16

1:50

1:261:26

0:48 0:48
n

5:20

PVPMS-4
North Arm:
Sort & Load

Can #1
7:19 8:59 1:40 1:40

North Arm:
Sort & Load

can #2

,North Arm:
Sort & Load

8:59 10:51 1:52

Can #3 10:51 12:24 1:33

North Arm:
Sort & Load

can #4 12:24 , 13:07 0:43

1:52

1:33

0:43 n5:48

Average Fuel Canister Processing Time (Arithmetic Mean)
Average Mark 1A MCO Fuel Basket Loading Time (Arithmetic Mean)

m

A.3
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Process Validation Test Data Production Mode; Dual Manipulator

Run No,
Operation Elapsed

Start Time Finish Time Time
Operation

Start Time Finish Time Elapsed Time
Canister MCO Basket

Description Description Process Time Loading Time

PVPMD-1
North Arm:
Sort Can #1

Set Up Can #2

North Arm:
Sort Can #2

Set Up Can #3

North Arm:
Sort Can #3

Set Up Can #4

North Arm:
Sort Can #4

South Arm:
12:54 13:20 0:26 Load Can #1 12:56 13:52 0:56 0:58

13:20 13:27 0:07

13:27 14:08 0:41

14:08 14:18 0:10

14:38 14:56 0:18

South Arm:
Load Can #2 13:52

South Arm:
Load Can #3 15:01

14:59

15:41

1:07

040

1:32

1:03

14:56 15:01 0:05

Restart #3 and
15:01 15:19 0:18 Load #4 15:53 17:10 1:17 2:09 m

A.4
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Process Validation Test Data Production Mode; Dual Manipulator

Run No,
Operation Elapsed

Start Time Finish Time Ttie
Operation

Start Time Finish Tme Elapsed Time Canister ● MCOBasket
Description Description Process Time Loading Time

PVPMD-3
North Arm: south Arm
sort can #1 12:21 12:42 0:21 Load Can #l 12:22 13:41 1:19

set up can #2
12:42 12:46 0:04

North Arm:
sort can #2 12:46 13:09 0:23

set up can #3
13:09 13:13 0:04

North Arm:
sort can #3 14:28 1448 0:20

south Arm
Load Can #2 13:41

South Arm:
Load Can #3 1435

1434 0:53

15:27 0:52

1:20

1:52

set up can #4
1448 1452 0:04

I.,

North Arm: south Arm
sort can ##l 1453 15:08 0:15 Load Can #4 15:28 1608 0:40

1:20 D ‘

Average Fuel Canister Processing Time (Arhhmetic Mean)
Average Mark IA MCO Fuel Basket Loading Time (Arithmetic Mean)

B
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Process Validation Test Data Validation Mode; Dual Manipulator ,

~

I

‘!
I

j

L,

.,

‘.1

‘]
,,
K

,.

MCO

‘er!ti!n Operator Start Time Finish Time ‘lapsed
Canister Basket

Run No.
Descnptlon

PVVM-1 North Arm
Sort Can #1 ‘1

SouthArm:
Load Can #1 2

Dump Can #2 3 & 4
North Arm:
Sort Can #2 4

South Arm:
LoadCan #2 3

Dump Can #3 18L2
North Arm:
Sort Can #3 4

SouthArm:
LoadCan #3 3

4

Dump Can #4 1 &“2
North Arm:
Sort Can #4 4

SouthArm:
Load Can #4 4

3

12:23

12:24

13:15

13:18

13:22

13:42

13:45

1432
15:57

1419

1422

16:03
16:08

13:12

13:21

13:18

13:43

14:32

13:45

14:17

15:57
16:03

Time ProcessTime Loading
Time

0:49

0:57 0:58

OperatorKey

Operator
Team No, No

.

Team #l #l Bob Crow

0:03

0:25

1:10 1:17

#2 Ron Lorenzen

Team #2 #3 Don Benson

#4 Tim VanReenan

0:03

0:32

1:25
0:06 2:21

14:22

14:44

16:07
16:58

0:03

0:22

0:04
0:50 2:39

4:35

A.7
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Process Validation Test Data Validation Mode; Dual Manipulator

MCO

Run No,
Operation

Operator Start Time Finish Time
Elapsed Canister Basket

Description

PVVM-2 North Arm:
Sort Can #1 3

South Arm:
Load Can #1 4

Dump Can #2 1&2
North Arm:
Sort Can #2 3

South Arm:
Load Can #2 4

4
1

Dump Can ##3 l&2
North Arm:
Sort Can #3 3

South Arm:
Load Can #3 1

Dump Can #4 l&2
North Arm:
Sort Can #4 2

South Arm:
Load Can #4 1

7:17

7:18

7:53

7:56

8;36
9:13
10:04

8:18

8:37

10:19

8:58

10:04

11:46

7:52

8:36

7:56

8:17

9:03
9:58
10:19

8:21

8:58

11:46

9:01

10:29

12:33

Time ProoessTime Loading
Time

0:35

1:18 1:19

0:03

0:21

0:27
0:45

0:15 2:07

0:03

0:21

1:27 3:12

0:03

0:25

047 2:32

Operator Key

Operator
Team No, No

.

Team #1 #l Bob Crow

#2 Ron Lorenzen
Team #2 #3 Don Benson

#4 Tim VanReenan

5:16
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Process Validation Test Data

MCO

Run No. ‘er!tion Operator Start Time Finish Time ‘*apsed
Canister Basket

Descrlptlon

PWM-3B North Arm:
Sort Can #1

South Arm:
Load Can #1

Dump Can #2

North Arm:
Sort Can #2

South Arm:
Load Can #2
North Arm:
Sort Can #3

South Arm:
LoadCan #3

Dump Can #4
North Arm:
Sort Can #4

South Arm:
LoadCan #4

3

4

3
3

4

3

4

1
1

‘2
2

7:41

7:42

8:23
9:52

9:52

10:01

10:47

10:24

10:58
11:28

10:47
11:26

8:23

8:38

8:38
10:01

10:47

10:23

11:12

10:30

11:12
11:44

11:12
12:40

Time Process Time Loading
Time

0:42

0:56 0:57

0:00

0:15
0:09

0:55 1:10

0:22

0:25 1:11

0:06

0:14
0:16

0:25
1:14 1:53

4:59

A.9

Validation Mode; Dual Manipulator

Operator Key

Operator
Team No, No

.

Team #1 ##l Bob Crow

#2 Ron Lorenzen

‘Team #2 #3 Don Benson

#4 Tim VanReenan
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

This document descrii the procedure for performing the Cold Validation Test (CW) for the Fuel
Retrieval Subproject (FM) equipment

1.2 scope

The CVT is a validation test that is intended to show that the FRS design and equipment will function as
intended and that key FRS requirements can be met. The CVT is distinct from otherFRStests,suchas
Facto~ AcceptanceTests (FAT)andPm-operationAcce@mcc Tests (PAT), and is not intended to
supplant them in any way.

The testpmccdums in the CVT arcbased on the FRS process Description [1] that descriis in &tail the
-hg steps in the FRs process.

13 Background

The overall goal of the SpcntNuclcar Fuel project (SNFP) is the safierctric@ prcpamtiou and removal of
spent nuclear fuel currently stored at the K East (W) and!K West (KW) basins. This also includes vacuum
~% @=Port to the titer Stomge Building, coId (vacuum chying, and interim storage m the Canister
Stmage Building,

The Fuel Retrieval Subproject (FRS) is the part of the SNFP that is responsible for retrieving the spent fuel
fimm storag~ scp+rating fiel clcmcnts, scrap, and dcb~, preparing the fbc~ and loading it into Muhi-
Canistcr overpack (MCO) baskets.

The pdormancc rcquimmcnts established for the FRS sytcm required design solutions that were non-
traditional with respect to normalK Basin equipmentad practices. The CVT program was commissioned
in order to validate the perforrpancc of the design and cquipmcn$ to gather specific da~ and to provide
documentation to support the FM and SNFP startup review and approval process. The CVT dcscriid m
this document is a specific, formal actitity that will be perfomcxl near the end of the program m order to
pmVidC formal documented results and data.

2.0 TEST ITEM IDENTIFICATION

2.1 Equipment

Thcitcmsto bctcstcdam:

● FRS Manipulator Systcrn
. North manipulator and bridge
. South manipdator and bridge
● Fuel tool (SCVC@

. EOC control rack module

. North cantrol PC
● South controlPC
c Hydmulicpower Unit ~~ and ~cr
● Basin area J-Box
. Master control units (4 ca)

E-6
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3.2 Test Method

The quipmcnt to bc tested will be operated m near prototypic conditions using K Basin opators to
perform ncarprototypic fid retrievalprocesssteps. Simulatedficl ckmcnts (broken and whole), dcbfi
and scrap arc provided for the equipment to handIeand process. A mockup of the process table is provided
by the facility that is au accurate rcprcscntation of the processing area of the actual process table. Mockups
of the various containers (scrap baskets,fuelca@tcrs,fuelbaskets, and so forth) used in the t%clretrieval
process arc also provided.

The most signi.tlcaut deviation from actual K Basin conditions is that the quipmcnt will not be submerged
during any of the testing. However, a careful evaluation by the FRS Design Authority has shown that
operator and equ@mcnt @ormancc wi!l not be significantly altered by this change. “

33 Overview of Test Procedures

The basic unitof testing for the CW is the test run. A test nm is ~ormcd according to one of the two
basic test procedures defined in sections 152 and 153 and one of the Process Opciating Proccdurcs
deilncd in APPENDIX H or APPENDIX 1. Individual test mns arc grouped into a test squcncc. The test
_CCS to bC@oti arc all defined in the overall CVT schedule of !csts in section 1s.1.

l-he ~ testproccdurc(section 15.2) f~ on vali&ting that the quipmcnt can
~orm its A functions. The ~css al- tcst procedure (section 1S.3)primaily focuses on
validating the process. The Process Opcrad Pmdurcs in ~p~~ I arc tightiy colqicd to the ~

Process Description [1] while the ones in APPENDIX H are mprcscntativc of the Process Dcscriptio& but
have bccu summarkd and collcctcd into a single pmccdurc for each manipulator.

The test proceduresspccfi what &ta is to bc collected for each test run and included m the test &ta
package. This data includes obscmwions of the quipmcnt and processes pcrforrnancc times. All data is
rccordcd on copies of the data sheets (see section 10.0).

The test procdures have been dcdgncd for people who arc fa with the FRS process and quipmcnt
and do not contain detailed instructions for equipment opcratiom Accadingly, the quipmcnt opcmtors
shall bc sufficiently trained and authorized to opcmtc thes- or shall bc under the direct supcrvMon of
.an authorized person. ‘I’heLead Opcmtor, with the concurrence of the Test Director, shall dctcrminc who
is authorkd to operate the equipment (SCCSection 11.0 for fhrthcr explanation of roles and
responsibilities).

4.0 CHANGES

4.1 Changes to This Document

The Test Director shaU maintain a master copy of this test procedure d~m~ Field copies maybe made
and distriiutcd as desired to facilitate testing. The number of such field copies should be kept small and
the distribution controlled so that the Test Director can easily rctsicvc copies.

Minor changes tn the test produrcs shalibc made during ac&al tcstingbyrnarking the-master copy by
hand in red ink. Minor changes arc defined as those that do not tiect the scope, goals, or fundamcntzd.
intent of the test being performed. -Such cbangcs shall be approved and initialed by the Test Director.
When such changes are made, the T-Dar shall assure that tic c~gc is CO~y XCfl+ in all field
copies. .

An Engineering Change Noticc (EW shall be used to approve and docum~t ctig~ to the CVT Test
*cdurc that affect the scope, gx or fimdarncntal intent of any of the tests. All minor (rcdincd)
hllgCS to date shd be incorporated whcncvcr an ~ is issued. ~thcm are OIdyminor ChgCS &XiXlg
the whole of tcshg, a s~glc ~ s,haIIbCp- at tic C1OSCto iIICOrpOm~~ the fior cbangcs. l%e

E-7
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deliit.ely exceed therm An approved procedure for stmtup and shutdown of the equipment shall be
followed - a copy has been appended to this document (see AFPENDIX L ).

There isnolimitimposui ontheminimmn ormaximum Iuxnber of hours that the equipment can be
operated during this tesg nor is there a limit on the number of times that a test can be repated.

5.3 Test Exceptions

Test conditions that could cause a test pmcedurc to be intcnupted would be a loss of power m the facl%ty,
complete failure of the equipment to perform its intended fimctio~ gross fdure to meet process time
requirements, or the identifkation of a healtlhafcty concern. If any of these conditions occur, the test
procedure All be suspcndsd and a test exception shall be dcclare~ resolvc~ and domrncntcd in the test
exception log (copies of form provided in APPENDIX C). After problem rcsolutio~ the Test Director
W &tcrmine where testing shall bc rcsumd. If testing was intcmxptcd by a health or safety concq the

EIL Facility Manager shall also concur with the decision to resume testing.

6.0 INSTRUMENTS AND CALIBRATION

There arc presently no test instruments that arc rcquim3 by any of the pro@urcs in the CVf. Should the
use Ofanytcst instmmm ts become necessary (for example, to resolve a test exception), they shall have a
current cdiiration sticker and shall be recorded on the Test Mrumcntation Record (a blank form is
provided m APPENDIX F ).

l%e FRS equipment bcii tested w-ill have been calibrated by the manufacturer either prior to shipment or”.
as part of the mntract.cd field support for equipment setup. No additional calibration is expwted to be
necessary for the CVT.

7.0 FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIAIS

The FRS (XT test facility is set up in the 305Bldg. and provides a model of the K.BasirI area thatallows
pcrforrnancc of a near-prototypic fhel recovery and handling operation. Mockups of the FM process table
arc installed in the test f%cility,and simulated fhel clcmcn~ _ and long pole tools arc provided.
The equipment mockups arc arranged m the bottom of the 305 Bldg. dry pit in a near-prototypic
arrangcmcn~ however, spacing between equipment does not exactly dupficatc the ad K Basin
installation (due to bldg. physical restraints). ‘he manipulator system and the Ew arc also installed in a
near-prototypic manner and shall be operated accordingly.

Testing oversight shall be conducted by the Test Director and rn-field support shall be supcrvkd by the
ETL Facility Engineer. Changes shall be addressd as dcscrii in the kgm section of this document.

7.1

●

●

●

●

●

7.2

●

●

ProcessTable Mockup

Fuel canister rack
FRs Primary clcan Machinc(PCM)
MCO-p and fuelbaskets
IRS MCO Queue(2 positionsonly)
tiling (Simi.k intcrkcnce andopemtingCOllditiO1lSto K-Basins.

Long Pole Tools/Mockups

Tcks.coping stiff back (TSB)]
Fuel basket grapple

‘ h&d be acceptable to usc ti OVCdlti crane in fie’tlOfthc actual tooL
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8.2 Equipment Safely

It is possible for the manipulatorsto comeinto contactwithstructuralmcrnbecsof the test mockupsupport
frameand with partsof theprocesscquipmcm Careshallbe takennot to damagethe manipulatoror
process equipmentby applyingexcessiveforce. Specialcamsl@l be takenwhenoperatingthe
manipulatorin proximityto in-poolCCIWequipment-it is relativelyfi-agileand contact shall be avoided.

Training of operators shall emphasize the confiied and congested nature of the manipulator workspace and
the above cautions. In additio~ gross azimuth moves of the manipulator (which arc most likely to cause
unplanned contact with structures) have been eliminated from the test procedures.

9.0 MAINTENANCE AND FAILURES

9.1 Failures

Exceptions noted during the execution of@ pmccdum shall be recorded m the test log (blank forms to be
copied am provided m APPENDIX B ) and the exception sheet (Mark forms to be copied am provided in
APPENDIX C). Ifan cxccption is no~ testing shall be suspended until approval to co~iirmc is obtained
from the Test Director. Approval to continue shall be documented by signature m the w log and test
exception shecL

92 Maintenance

There am no components in the FM equipment that are cxpectcd to require maintenance during the CVT
test period. Ifa component f~ or rcquims adjustment during testing, the failure shall be documented as a”
test exception and testing suspended until the problem is corrected and approval to resume testing is
obtained.

10.0 TEST DATA

Individual Test Data Packages

All results and observations called for by the individual detailcd”tcst pmcc&ms shall be recorded on copies
of the appropriate test &ta sheets that arc rncluded m section 16.0 of this dm+plerk These recmds shall
become part of the Test RIMData Package for that test run. l%cre will bC-y ~ch Test Run Data
Packages and each wWbe associated with one, and only one, test run.

OveralI (WT Data Package

Additional results and observations that am not specifically rquircd to IX ~rded on the data sheets for
iditidti -t runs shall be recorded into a gencnd CVT data package ~ copi~ of forms that am pm~dcd
as appcndi~ to this docmncrk Them shall be a single copy of the.general CVT data package for all the
Cold Validation Testing. The forms that amused for the gencml CVT data package rncludtx

● Test Readiness Checklist (blank form provided in APPENDIX A)
. Test Item Configuration Record (blank formpmvided m APPENDIX E )
● Test @g (blank form provided in APPENDIX B )
. Test Exceptions (blank form provided in APPENDIX C)
. Test Instrumentation Record (blank form provided in APPENDIX F) ‘
● Personnel Record (blank form provided m APPENDIX D )

Videotapes w bCmadc ~g S.CV~ of tic dtiti bt pMCC&MS ~d ~ & Wmidercd tobe test

results. Time vidmta~ shallbe properly labeled and stored and noti in the test log. 7%c Test Director
shall mainti -y of all test ~ords whenever tlq arc not actually &ig.ti during testing.
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Quality Engineer(QE)
● Approves test plWCdllll%%
● Ensures that quality requirements are defined and satisfied for tests.

Industrial Safety Engineer
. Reviews and approves facility safety documentation associated with testing (JHA).

AU personnel that participate in the performance of this test shall print and sign their name, initials,
positio~ and &te of signature m the personnel record section of APPENDIX D.

Only individuals who have been properly trained and certified to operate equ@mcnt shall do so for this
procedure (u@ess they are under the direct supewision of a qualified and approved operator). TIMLead
Operator shall determine who is approved to operate the equipmcht and shall identi@ them in writing to the
Test Director.

12.0 WITNESSES

lhre are no hold points for quality control m the C’VT,nor any other r+irements forivitnessrng by any
organizations not directly rnvolved in the testing activities. Rcprcsentatives of the receiving organization
are invited to observe as many of the actual tests as they m-but arc not required to. It should be noted
that the operators that operate the equipment for all the teats will be the same operators of the equipment
when it is installed m the K Basins.

13.0 REFERENCES
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5.
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Kiebe~ G. R. et ~ HNF-2529, Rev. O,“Fuel Retrieval Sub-Project Process Description”, Duke
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Sh~ E. J., HNF-SD-SNF-PAP-003, Rev O,‘2&l Retrieval System Process Validation Plan”, Duke
Engineering Services hlfO~ kC., RiChh@ WA 1997

Jackso~ D. IL, HNF-SD-SNF-TP-027, Rev 2, “Test I?Ianand Strategy For T%cFuel Retrieval Sub- .
project”, Duke Engineering services Hanfi@ Incv Rkbku@ WA 1998

WHCS-0461, I&v O,‘Specification For ‘Ihe Design of the SNF Project Fuel Retrieval Sub-project”,
Westinghouse Hanford Co, Richlan4 WA 1996. (A modified by following ECNX ECN 191405,
ECN 191406, ECN 631388, ECN 6400507)
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.-

14.0 DISPOSITION OF TEST ITEMS

The K-West system will be used m theEIL mckkupuntil constructionfom are scheduled to receive the

_ at K-~fi. At h * thc K-west system will be removed I%om305 Bldg. and tmnsfcrred to K-
Basins for imtallation. It is assumed that the K-East manipulator system will arrive by this time and
installation of this second system@ tab place after the first system has been removed. Fmthcr testing
will take place using the K-East manipulator system comlfmed with the already installed K-East EOC.
Afler CVT has been cor@e@ including both the K-Wess and K-East manipulator systems, the K-East
mtitir system W b m the 305 Bldg. for use as the K-Basin Operations”training system. Use of
the K-Eastsystemfor opcxator training will continue until construction forces arc ready to install it in K-

S
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1S.1 CVT ~edtde Of Tests

The CVT consists of a number of individual test runs that will be pcrforrncd individually. Several test runs
will bc grouped into a test squcncc. Test runs within a test squcncc @l often bc repetitions of prior test
nms @ormcd to idcnticrd or very similar procedures. This section dcscriis the natnrc of the test
seqmnccs that comprise the CVT,and dcscrii the testruns(and ininimum rquircd repetitions) that make

.Up each test sequcncc.

Each of the test runs use one of the two basictestproceduresdefinedin sections15.2and 153 andone of
the Process@crating Roccdurcsdefinedin APPENDJX1. Test squcnccs build on knowledgegained
from previousFM dcvclopmcnttesting [5], [a.

Each test squcncc is designed to focus on a particular aspect of the systcm or the process. llcrc arc
diffenmt test scqucnccs that address the two distinct operating modes (validation andproduction)of the
process. The followinglist highlightsthe areasof fa of the test scqu~cs and mmmarks thCkcy
qlMStiO)lS to bc addressed bythc Wing ,.“

.
● ❞▼ Vali* - dots the equipment @orm the fimctions rcqyi.rcd of the process

● css Va]i* - can theprocess k performedto meet the rquircmcnts of the particularprocccss
mode

● Vi “~-mode to bc used duriug initial startup and operation of the FRS whcxicfflxwy
of the process is being verified and key opcmting parameters arc being optimized.

● ProductionModE
.

-mode to bc used for proccssrng the bulk of the fiel on”wvalidation mode has
“been Completed.

● - (this test scqucncc is optional) what pcrfonnancc is the systcm capable of under
conditions of gross manipulator fdurc

A Equipment Validation Test Sequence

This scqucnccof test runs validatesthe capabilityof thequiprn%t to performall the functionsncccssary
in order to pcrfonn the process and establishes baseline performance data. The primary f- of the testing
is on the quipmcnt and its prop functio~”

1. Perform a minim&I of 3 test mns using
● Equipment Vali&tionTcst Proccdurc(section15.2) “
. -Operating ProceduresinAPPENDIXH.
● Goak

● performd fillXtiOIISrcqukd by prOC~ and~css
● Establishbasdinc performancedata

● Acccptancccritcrix ~ functions!jUCC&sfdy@omlcd

2. This test will bc p&formcd for the K West manipulators only

E-1 1
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D. Process Validation Test Sequence (Production Moth with Twdvfan$pulator Operation) “

This sequcncc of tests vali&tes the ability of the equipment to succcsstidly operate m a variation of the
production mode wkrcby ~ canisters are dumped onm the North table and both manipulators arc used to
handle the fuel clcmcnts. The prinmy focus of this testing is to vali&tc the ability of the systcm to achieve
process throughput rcquircmcnts in this mode. A secondary focus is gathering information for process
optimization. Tl& variation in the baseline process is bciug investigated &cause prebinary data gathered
from development testing [5], [dl indicated that it may bc f=tcr than the baseline pmccss.

1. Pcrformaminimum of 3 test runs using
. Process Vali&tion Test Procedure (Section 153)
. Process Operating Procedures outlined m Table 3 of APPENDIX 1.
. Goak identify and incorpmatc any improvements to the Process Operating procedure.
● Acceptance crib NIA

2. Perform a minimum of 3 test runs using
● Process Vali&tion Test Procedure(Section 153)
● Improvedkqsions of the processOperatingProccdurcsfrom t& first set of tcstruns.
● Go&

● verify that process fimctionscan bc Succcssiiiy performed‘
. Establishbaselineprocessingtime &ta to be used forcomparisonwith normal production

mode ,
● Acceptaicc critcriic

● Ail iilIICtiOXISSUCCCSS~yperformed
. 3 consecutivesucccsdhl runs achievccleachunderthe acceptablemaximumprocessingtime

(1 MCO evcry2 &ys [4]).

E. Faiiure Mode Impact Test Sequence (Operation with one manipulator failed)

This scqucncc of tests evaluates the dcgm&tion in performance when process is carried out with a single
manipulator when the other is out of commission. This test sequence is optional.

1. Pdorm a minimum of3 test runs using
. Pmccss Validation Test Proccdurc (Section 153)
. process Operating procedures outlined in Table 3 of APPENDIX 1.
● PcrfomI operations with South Manipulator only
. Goak Dctcmninc process throughput under this failmc mode.
● Acceptance criteria: N/A

2. Perform a minimum of 3 test runs using:
. process Validation Test Proccdurc (Section 153)
. Roccss Operating Proccdurcs outlined m Table 3 of APPENDIX 1.
. Perform operations with North Manipulator only
● Goal: Dctcrminc process throughput under this failure mode.
● Acccptancc criteriz NIA
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153 Process Validation Test Procedure

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

74

Verifyavailability of.~-s~u~d MKIA or MKIV canisters and suflicicnt simulated fiel assemblies
to ffl. them. one of the canisters is to be filled with the standard canister makeup dcscrii in section
7.3, the other NO arc to bc ffled with fidl-kngth elements.

Set up the Process Equiprncnt mockup with the small tool rack the Schilling fuel tool and extractor “
device, MCO fiel and scrap baskets, and the Schilling squeegee.

Stage the Long Pole Tools (as dcscrii in section 7.2) m their storage locations.

hfakc C~y of blank data s.kts (section 16.0 ) to XCcOrdTC$=k5of test run and CTitCrthCtest run
number and &tc, and a brief summary description of the test run.

Videotape all tests and clearly label each cassette with the test run number and &tc of the test.

Ob~ from the Test Director, copies of fhc Process operating Proc& to bc used for the test run.
Record the titic and revision date of the Process Opcmting Proccdurcs on the &ta sheet.

Set up to run in a one- or twqmanipulator opcratiou as rcquircdby the test squcncc (section 15.1).

Procedure

2. Process all simulated fbel contained m the simuIatcd canisters. Roccss the simulated fiel and tra&fer
the loaded MCO baskets to the MCO queue according to the Process operating Procedures. ‘
● Rccor& on tic data she@ the required infon.nation when opcratorsbcgin and cnd their session.
● Be aware of and observe criticality limits on the amount of material on process table (to assure .

accuracy in prOccsspcrfomlance times) -
. Ikcord the starting time and stopping time of the Process Operating Proccdurcs on the data sheet.
● Record the starting time and completion time for processing the contents of each canktcr @me

begins with emptying the canktcr and ends with loading of last fuel clcmcnt).
● Fill out bask@ loading -pS ss rcquimd by hccss @crat@ kOcCdUICS
● Note whcrcand how process might be improves andrccord obscwations in the Test Log

3. The end of processing occurs when the MCO fuel basket is loaded into the MCO Queue, the long pole
tools have been returned to their storage locatiog and the manipulators arc rctumcd to their home, or
Parkd positions.

4. Repeat steps 1,2, and 3 above as dimctcd by the Test Director

Data Package

● Test &ta sheet
● Fuel basket kmding llXlpS
● Video tape of test opcmtions
● Process operation Proccdurc

E-13
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DATA SHEET (continued) CVT Test Run Number:

OperationTimes
.

?StiHT-X:3KX?j”-~h~me:2*;s;.?:-=.... .—... ”=:=..--.:-=+—..—..*,,:.+y.”””a~.~.~.~: &---
.--..--..,,. --.---.-, -.--.: .==::. . . . . . . . . .,..._ . . . . .,=:.: ....=...:+:,. ..”-..-,

-. .- .,-- -: .-5X-- . -.
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APPENDIXA “TEST READINESSCHECmti

‘m”. Date: Manipulator system (as described in section 2.1) installed and operable.

TD”. Date: E(X (as dcscriid m section 2.1) installed and operable.

TD”. Date: CCi’V (as described m section 2.1) installed and operable.

TD”. Date: Extendedjaw sets have been installed onto the manipulators

‘m”. Date: Suitable placements formanipulatortools andtod holdershas beendetcnnincd

TD”. Da&: ‘IIIcProcessT~le (asdescriibcdm section7.1)has been installed.

TD:. Date ‘Exan@s or mockupsofLongPoleTools (asdcscrii m section72) arc
- available.

‘m” . Date: Simulated fuel elements (as dcscrii m section 73) arcavailable.

TD”. Date: Initial complement of test items recorded m Test hem Ccm@uration Record
(APPENDIXE )

TD”. Date: Sufi3cicnt tied and authorized operators arc available to support CVT test
schedule

LO”. Date:

E-15
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APPENDIX C TEST EXCEPTIONS

sheet of test exception sheets-.—

#;::J’*-~~?::Ji.:z-ax-x:*:>x<7’’’-’.:<.=2fc::si
.--..--’----- — . . . . . . . . . . . ...-=-”

.. . . .. . . . . . . ..-__ . . . . ..”2z---” -—-:w”*mm3:*:%’:&L~s--$:Y.5:z#:Approval;Yxw
- -.. ...... .. ... . ......~

..7-..;.:,7-. . . ..? :-<--x-w %---- -.-., --- ..-.: -.:.:-:. - ,. . . .- ....-% ~.
:;s::.:.-:::: .->:...-...:.-.:-:$- . . . . . .

,-. --- %. “-...:=... .. ...-. ~:~ ....... ... ;-- .;.;.:=~:~-:::=.~:::=.:,-.. .--...~,-----.. -“ -.,$.,-:.=: ..% . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.. , ..:

-7--...k.. . . :+.; .:.. :. . -
. . .. . . - .. . ..a:a.-r.-.: c..-:-.:-..:”--.... . ........... . = .::=:. L-..SZ2-:’-.:..”.:‘“. . $:-= Y..- .:-’s.....-....

! I I

I
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APPENDIX E TEST ITEM CONFIGURATION RECORD “

Sheet of Test Item Conjuration Recordsheets..

fik*f..ti*a;;$i::;.”:.:.&%2:2:i:+::5s:s sail ri-.-:~s~?:?~%~:.::::’
. .- -. . ..... --: 2...: % .-7. = s---v = ...%.-.:.:.5.=-z=?-====-=.::. ::..=---.-”.”-------- -----.. . . .. ..... .-”s..:::-...4$ s +: :-.-e::

:,‘...:-+ ,-,y.;;yy;:-”:’. 1 .... . “-.. + .:-:-. =.?.-=-.+==:.--,=::,- . -.--,---, =.:4 :::”s ::=.: ---- --:” --------.............-F==-==--- - ------ :.-~,:.:~:n~.-.-.:.:- .---~>. ----- *:-:,..a::.%-i-w. .... . ----. ... . .. ..-,-:.,:L,.::.:;L.:.,--X.:.U::.:.. .2: . . ..-...-=..= =-”--:=.:-“--G - -....—.. --.. --.--., ------- ....-....-..—

..

,
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APPENDIX BASKET LOADING MAP
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South Manipulator Process Operating Procedure

- Ah

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Pick up any “broken”outer fiel elementsthat arc at least 14”in length(USCtablem&vg devicesto ‘
remotelymeasure)off the Southramp and set up verticallym the go-nogogageuntil gage is fpll or no
more elementsthis size arc available

Attachthe Schillingfiel tool to themanipulator

Usingthe fuel too~ acqpirea 14”or longer outer ficl clementfromthe go-nogogageandloadit into -
the fuelbasket

Recordthe remotelymeasuredclementlength on a basketloadingmap indicatingthe loadedposition
andmeasuredlength for the element

Loadall rcmaining.14”or longer,exceptfu.11leng@ outerelementsrn’tothe fuelbasketin a quadrant
loadingpatternwhile recordingthe remotelymeasuredlengthon theb+kct loadingmap .

Usingthejaw%pick up a fidl lengthinner elementIiom theSouth table ramp and loadit intokc
centerof onepreviously loadql 14”or longer outer element

Repeatthe precedingstepuntil all the 14”or longerouterelementshave a fidl lengthi.mierelement
loadedinto them .

Recover the short pieces (3- - 14”) of outer fuel elements fmm the South table ramp (using
manipulator)

Measure the length of each piece remotely then lckidit onto one of the fidl length inner elements
loaded into a short outer clement (mcaswing each piece allows the operator to know exactly how much “
length remains available for loading)

. Record both the length and location on the loading map

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

...- -

Continue with the preceding 3 steps, stacking each piece onto an inner element until the full normal
height is rcache~ or as close as pmctical.

Pickup the fidl length outerfuelelementsoff the Southrampand setup verticallyin go-nogogage
until gage is full

Usingthe fueltoo~ acquirethe full length fuel elements in the go-nogo gage and load them into the
I%CIbasket

WhCUall the fill length outer elements have been loade~ usc ~c jaws to pick up the short inner
clement pieces

Measure each short inner clement piece and load them into the fidl length outer elements previously
loaded into the basket

Record the length and loaded location for each short inner on the loading map

Using the jaws, pick up additionalouter elementsand loadthe go-nogogage again

E-19 .
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APPENDIX I PROCESS OPERATING PROCEDURESFOR PROCESS VALIDATION

lhis section containsoutlinesof the Recess operating Rucedurcs to be used for process validation test
sequences. Each Proms operating Roccdurc is described in a table that lists all the operations for FRS
that arc pmscntly defied in the Roccss Description. The table briefly describes whether or not each
operation is to be performed as part of the test rq and also ifthcre arc any mti!cations in the
performance. The Roccss operating procedures in this section arc

Table 1 Roccss operating Procedure for VaI.idation ModIe

This Roccss Operating procedure represents the baseline process in validation mode where 100% of the
fiml is inspcct~ requiring the all fuel elements to be dumped onto the North table ramp.

Table 2 Summary Of Rows operating procedure For Production Mode (Single Manipulator)

This process operating procedure represents the baseline definition of production mode where every
attempt @ma&to load fhel elements directly tim the canister using the South manipulator. No

-0s are pcrfmlncd.

Tablc 3 Summary Of process Opcmting Roccdnre For Production Mode @we-Manipulator)

This processOpcmting Produrc mprescnts a variation on the production mode whereby &nistcrs arc
dumped onto the North table and both manipulators arc used to handle the fuel elcmen~ and no attempt is
made to load fiel elements directly fhm the canister. No inspecdon shall be performed.
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Table 2 Summary Of Process Operating Procedure For Producffon Mode (Single Manipulator)

This Process Operating F%xedurc represents the baseline definition of production mode where every
attempt is made to load ticl ekxncnts.directly from the canister using the South manipulator. No
inspections arc pcrfomlcd.

Loading operations
21 Load Fuel Basket Yes
22 Transfer Empty /clean Dry Baskets No
23 Place Emp ty Basket Into Process Table Perform by hand-not part of test
24 Transfm Loaded MCO Fucl Basket
25

Y~4, h!. h i ~) L

Transfkr Full SClllpBasket YcS6 /l[o -/L1/ ~-c72 “Gf?
26 Clean Loading Process Area No Y

s Weighingand impcction steps will not be performed Estimated times will be added to the test results.
“6Deviation notice for requirement is not yet approved

E-2 1 ,
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APPENDIX J MANIPULATOR MAJOR COMPONENT LIST

Manipulator Systcm 199-0186

Manipulator SystenL199-0187
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APPENDIX K MANIPULATOR SYSTEM ENGINEERING DR&WNG LIST

IAz!
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APPENDIX L POWER UP EOC, HIW NID MANIWIATOR (Rev. B)

1. Switch Cticr diSCOIUICCt to the “ON” pOSitiOn

2. AUow compressor oil heater to warm oil (iitcmpcraturc is less than 50°, allow to warm for 3 hours)
3. Chcekdillcr fluid level
4. Turn on chiller water pump
5. Turn on chiller compressor
6. Turn on HPU MCC main disconnect (powers EOC)
7. Vcri& thatHPU is switched to “remote” operation
8. Walkdown hydraulic system from HPU to manipulators (check for leaks or other potential failure

points)
9. Verify that master consolcttcs arc powered up
10. Turn 011PC rnonitirs
11. Tum on PC/CPU and allow it to.boot up
12. Verify that mouse works (ifnog reboot)
13. Clear didOg’1.tebOXCS(click on “OK”)
14. Aclmowlcdge alarms on both systems (alarm react)
15. Cheek manipulator positions, bridges and azirnutlL tos= ifscrccn readings make sense with existing

conditions
16. CheekHPU operation page to see if readings make sense
17. Cheek various semen buttons to verify that they work
18. Verify valve alignment on distribution manifold is set rmxrcetly
19. CicarHPU E-stops
20. Adjust cameras toallowgood viewofarms
21. Cheek location and ~ition of arms
22. Switch on (energize) HPU at EOC rack
23. Check HPU operating settings (3000 psi)
24. Check HPU and distribution manifold filtcrbypass indicators for correet positio% reset if required
25. Enable the manipulators for normal operation (hit E-SW ifat anytime, sudden uncontrolled

movement occurs)
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13b, Just Ification Detai 1s

The Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) Project i’s proceedingon a.fast track basis,which has

(
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at the sub-projectlevel. vides assumptionsthat addressthese gaps and
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12. Descriptionof Change

The ~aeciflcatlon for O siae n Of The SNF Pro.iectFuel Retrieval SubDmi eC~, ilHC-S-t)461 ,

shall be amended or supplementedwith the followinginformationand/orrequirements

A) Function: Overal1 Fuel Retrieval--

1) ProcessValidatlon- The fuel retrievalprocess will utilize a processvalidation
approach for assuringcompliancewith fuel cleanlinesscriteria..The process
Iine will be operated and processparametersadjusted until the fuel retrieval
system meets product criter~a. At that time, a minimum of 25 basket loads (fuel
and scrap) up to a maximum of 50 basket loads of fuel will be run through the
system with 100% visual inspection(as defined in the performancespec., ~HC-S-
0461) to validate the process is functioningadequately. This includes 100%
separation of the inner and outer fuel elements..Fo710wingthe successful
completionof the validationrun, fuel will be loaded directly into baskets
without inspection. Every 100th fuel assemblywill be inspectedto ensure the
process continuesto function adequately. The design should assumethat the
process remains stable and will successfullypass the every 100th fuel assembly

“ inspection.

2) Accountability- The accountabi1ity strategyshal1 be as defined in the FRS 100%
ConceptualDesign Report.

B) Function: CanisterRetrieval--

1) The followingcategoriesof fuel condition have been identifiedfor”the in basin
fuels. These categorizationsand the number of fuel assembliesin each of these
categoriesare based upon informationdeveloped in the!currentfuel
characterizationcampaign. Improvement.upon the informationpertainingto the
K East fuels is expectedlater in the calendaryear, a laboratoryexaminations
and evaluationsare completed. tThis informationsuper edes the information
provided in WHC-S-0461,Section 3.1.16.l

K East Fuel cclnditioq

~ Intact Fuel - 49% (No incidenceof clad breach)

. Breached- 9% (Minorbreach, but no reacted fuel present)

● Defected- 38% (Definitebreachwith reacted fuel present)

. Bad- 4% (Grossfailurewith split clad)

K West Fuel Condition

● 7% of the fuel was damaged when dischargedfrom the reactor. The assumption
is that the damagecffuel in i(West remains at the 7% figure and that the
damage distributionis in the same percentagesas found in K East (9%
breached,38% defected,and 4% bad). In other words, 9% of the 7% damaged
KWest fuel is in the breachedcategory.

.--A ---. ...m.-------
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2) Percentageof Fuel in 2 or More Pieces - 10% of the fuel located inK East Basin
is expected to be in 2 or more pieces. TiIisnumber drops to 2% in the K West
Basin. Of the fuel found in pieces, the average is 2.5 pfeces. These
percentageshave been establ~shedfrom the past experiencewith fuel handling
operationsand the number of broken fuel elements that were loadedinto the
canisters.

3) SPR Fuel - The SPRfuel will be found in both the K East and KWest Basins at the
start of the fuel retrieval campaigns. The quantities of SPRfuel In each basin
is described in WHC-SD-SNF-TI-015, Technical Databook, with the exceptionthat
the SPR fuel originally located at PUREX has been relocated to the KWest Basin.
The design agent will make provisionfor the handling and re-rackingof SPRfuel
in both basins.

4) Damaged Canisters - The number of canistersdamaged to the pointwhere the
integrityof the bottom is compromisedis expected to be .OS%of the total number
of canisters per basin.

5) Fuel Stuck in Canisters - 110 canistersoffuel located in KEast are expectedto
contain stuck fuel. 20 canisters of fuel located in KWest will containstuck
fuel. In order to preclude a concentratedloading of bad fuel into a MCO, the
stuck fuel canister must be addressedon a routine basis to facilitatea
distributedloading of bad fuel.

C) Function: Canister Delidding--

l)Canister Lid Removal Based Upon ExistingMethods - 99+% of canisterlids will be
removableby the existing methods (hydraulicpressurization)in the K West Basin.

2) CanisterGas Processing- Gases found in the K West canisterswill be captured
and processed similar to what has been ciescribed.inthe FRS CDR. Small
uncontrolledreleases during initialtie-in to the canister with the hydraulic
line may be permissible,based upon evaluation against allowablereleaselim~ts.

D) Function: Primary Fuel Cleaning--

1) Fuel Damage FollowingCleaning - Some level of damage to the fuel is expectedas
a result of the primary fuel cleaning operation. The design shall assume that
this damage will be found as small debris from fuel, fuel cladding,and
deformationof the empty clad. The material smalIer than 1/4”wil1 be removed by
the IntegratedWater Treatment Subprojectas sludge. Larger non-reactororigin
material,which is visually obvious,will be disposed of as debris,while reactor
origin material will be placed into scraj}baskets and then the MCO. Of the
original projection of fuel existing as p~eces (section B.2), a 50% increaseis
to be assumed as damage due to the primarywash process.

2) Free Separationof Inner and Outer Fuel Elements - Based upon what was observed
during the packaging of the fuel at N Basin, 15% of the fuel locatedin KWest
Basin will have inners that’slide freely orwith little assistancefrom the
outers. In K East basin, the numberswill be higher, since some of the fuel was
disassembledduring the earlier segregatio nprogram. 35% of the K East fuel will

have inners that slide freely or with little assistance from the outers.

A-7900 -013-4 (04/94) GEFW4 F-4 .
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3) Canister Sludge - In the K East Basin, the canisters that.have been rated in the
defected/badcategory wil1 contain an average of 2.7n of S1udge. The canister in
the remaining two categories (intact/breached)will contain .25”and 1“
respectively. The canisters in the K West Basin are assumedto contain-.25”of
sludge. .

4) Sludge”Properties- The sludges found in K East-andKWest Basinsdemonstratesa
range of behaviors. The free S1udges (exterior to the fuel cladding)wi~~ebe
l~ghtly adherent in nature and freely disperse into the basin water.
dispersed sludge may be of Iow density and require hours to settleor the density
may be significantlygreater and demonstraterapid settling. FRS must design to
accommodatethe range of observed behaviors.

E) Function: PreparationFor Loading/BasketLoading--

1) Fuel/ScrapBasket Loading - Due to concerns associatedwith the quantity”of
defected/damagedfuel to be loaded into each MCO, amaximum of one scrap basket
will be allowed per MCO. Therefore,the fuel loading plan will tryto evenly
txd;nce the canisters containinggood fuel with canisters.containingdamaged

,

K East fuel will be loaded into fuel and scrap baskets accordingto the following
assumptions:

a) All fuel in the intact and breachedcategorieswill be loaded into fuel
baskets.

b) 26% of the fuel in the defected ca~egorywill load into fuel basketswith the
remaining 12% going into the scrap baskets.

c) All fuel in the bad categorywill be placed into the scrap baskets

KWest fuel will be loaded in similardistributionsrelativeto the 7% damaged
fuel (see B-1 above).

Due to damage to the ends of fuel elements (based upon the aboveprojections)and
the inability to load these fuel elements into a fuel basket,the FRS process
design must be able to load full length, end damaged,”fuelelementsinto the
scrap baskets. The goal will be to evenly distribute.thesefull elements
throughoutthe scrap basket in a manner which does not compromisepacking
efficiency.

2) Debris Found in Canisters - Obvious non-reactororigin materialshall be
separatedby.visualmeans aitddisposedof as solid waste. In K West canisters,
no debris is assumed to be present. The canisters in K East will containthe
occasionalnut, bolt,”pen/pencil,paper, tool, plastic, etc. The majorityof
debris will be the aluminum plates used for identificationof the canistersin
K East. Of the above listed debris except the aluminum ID tags, the frequencyis
assumed to be 1 item per 50 canistersretrieved. The aluminumtags will occur
quite frequently,every 5th canisterwill contain a tag.

.. ..... . .
A-7900 .013-4 (04/94) GEF094 F-5
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F) Function: Queuing--

1) Fuel Basket Backlog - The fuel retrievalsub-projectshal1 be capableof
maintaining a backlog of 8 loaded MCObaskets and a backlog of 2 loaded scrap
baskets. The.peak throughputof the fuel retrievqlprocess must be based upon
the ability to rebuild the queue followinga maintenanceoutageor other factor
that reduces or halts fuel handling/loadingproduction. The queue must be
rebuilt following an outage in a time frame that is compatiblewith projections
from the reliability/availabilityanalysis,howeverthe maximum time allowable
will be two weeks (an additionalMCO basket per day). FRS shall assume a
shutdownmode if a bottleneckdevelopsin the.downstreamprocessesrather than
expand the queue storage.abovewhat has been assumed above.

Reference:

1) Internal Memo, E. W. Gerber to 3. S. Carlisle,“Fuel RetrievalAssumptionsLetter of
Instruction,’2COO0-96-031,dated May 23, 1996.

A-7900 -013-4 (04/94) GEF094 F-6



HNF-SD-SNF-CN-012, RevisionO

Fiwe 1..aKEBasin Fuel Loadingt?odel- Nominal Case

K15&HBAslfq
100% lfWEWORY (N-Raactor Fud)

30,673 Mk iV W wernblies’ + 17 lone Inner efemanta

(1 &aernbty = 2 alamenk) .

I

I
-& ---- - ----:- ------ ---- ------- ------- - --.----- -

; Dmaged Fuel I

I
l!-!--=!-,-~!l

19,2S6 asmnblfea 2,027 assemblies

9% Omot:l h-kltory

4,560 assemblies
I

I (I
49% of Total Inventory

24,S20 aasernblies

&

32% of Total Inventory
(84% of Defedjw Fuc])

16Z15 acmmblles
. .

FUEL BASKETS
(90% af Total Fuel Inventory)

J b

SCRAP BASKETS

45,605 aiwemblles
(10% of Total Fuel Inventory)

5,06S assemlrlles + tone lnners

. .

b6% bfTofal Inventory
(16!4 of Oef~e FUCI)

3,04i assemblies

● Asaurneabne hnefa andoutemam reassetdsd (omduw fuel
basketpodkmsused,WI Mloverbna elements becomhg amp. “
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Brief Summary of the Fuel Retrieval System and Associated Processes

The fiel retrieval system(FRS) is generally comprised of the systems required to repackage the K-Basin
fiel into multi-canister overpack (MCO) fiel and scrap baskets. This includes the grapples and hoists
required to lift and transport the fhel canisters, the underwater camera system used to view underwater
operations, a system to remove canister lids (K-West only), a fhel cleaning machine (PCM), a canister
slitting system (IRS Stuck Fuel Station), an underwater worktable, and the manipulator systems. These
combined systems make up the FRS, where the intent of the manipulator system is to allow the operators
to handle lid from a remote location whereby personnel exposure to radiation is greatly reduced.

The basic operation begins by recovering an existing fiel canister from its current storage Io&tion in the
basin. The canister is then transported to the decapping station (for K-West only), where the canister lids
are removed. The decapper includes a confinement bo~ which is used to capture the plume of liquor
expected to be released when the lids are removed. Captured liquor is pumped from the confinement box
to a filtration system where the radioactive contamination is removed and the water recycled back to the
basin.

Ailer the lidshave been removed the canister is moved to the fhel cleaning station called the primary
clean machine (TCM). The PCM is very much like a top-loading washing machine, where the items to be
cleaned are placed tilde, the machine’s lid gets clos@ then the internal basket is agitated to scrub the
product clean. For our fiel, the entire canister is set rnto an internal basket in the PCM. This basket
holds the canister in the upright position and will prevent it from moving during the wash cycle. The
wash cycle in the PCM rotates the internal basket so that the fuel canister rolls end-over-end in the PCM.
As a result of this actio~ the fuel slides out of the canister by as much as four inches and then slides back
again as the canister is rotated vertically aga@ thus causing a rubbing and sucking action. This action is
combined with a high-pressure water spray being directed into the top of the open canister to ptiorm the
complete cleaning process. A with the decapping syst~ the resulting dirty water is suctioned out a
drain and sent to the filtration system.

Once the fiel has been cleaned the canister is moved to the process table, where the fuel is dumped out

onto the work surhce. From here the operatom use the manipulator to sort and load the fiel into the

MCO baskets. The sorting process is used to separate smaller fiel pieces from larger ones and to sepamte

out any debris material not intended for packaging in the MCOS. The pieces that are to small too load

into a fuel basket go into a scrap basket instead, The scrap baskets still go into the MCO; they just have

minor differences in their design to accommodate dissipation of more heat than the fuel baskets are

required to. Also included in the process table operations is the inspection of at least one canister per day,

which is inspected to confirm tit the fiel is being cleaned to the base standard. The manipulators are

also used to move the fuel to the inspection station.

The fhel is loaded into the fiel baskets in a vertical orientation. This orientation is much more favorable
to drying in a vacuum chamber, which is pdormed on the loaded baskets rifler they are loaded into the
MCO. Once the MCO is loaded and its contents vacuum driecl the MCO is sealed and transported to the .
interim storage ftility, called the Canister Storage Building or CSB. The fhel, packed into the MCOS

- will be stored herein the CSB until a permanent repository is opened and ready to receive the material for
permanent disposal.

G.1
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Basic Process System Diagrams
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No. of

Q2Pi!2S

Distribution

5 AREs

B. D. Groth (5) . x3-88

3 Fluor Daniel Hanford

w.H. CIOOS X3-65
T. G. VanReenan X3-61
R. M. Yanochko R3-86

1 Numatec Hanford Coloration

M. J. Schliebe L6-13

Distr. 1

No. of

m

3

24

Technical Resources

J. M. Henderson (2) x3-88
V. R. Enderlin x3-88

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

D.A. Clark K5-17
D. R. Jackson (12) K5-22
G. R. Kiebel K5-17
R. E. Rhoads K5-22
M. W. Rinker K5-22
K. D. Wiemers AO-21
Information Release (7)


